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This is a wonderful new English translation (by Bill Johnston) of Lem's classic Solaris. "Some kind of super-civilization, which, perhaps, has already launched Saturn for a thousand or two thousand years, using some physical law (or even some technology) of folding space into a kind of focus. This civilization or society has already created everything, in particular, the infrastructure: giant satellites and
giant planetary systems. These spaceships have gravitational compensation, allowing them to drift through space like continents. But they should not collide with each other, since the collapse will only occur as a result of the gravitational effect on the ship itself (or several ships) when they reach a point where the gravitational effect will no longer exert force, and the ghost ship will dissipate into space.

Indeed, as far as I understood from the book, this is exactly what happens. The â€œeon Xâ€� (â€œthousand yearsâ€�) described by Lem happened long before the coming of Christ. Which is exactly what he was referring to. "Captains of Time" have the ability to "bind the eons" - it's not a deadly magic spell, but simply the ability to read the Bible (in this book, Lem works the same way as with Wells'
classic "Wheel of Time"). â€œIf we could synchronize our clocks, and each of us would make the appropriate choice, but would not be aware of it, we could, say, go back five hundred years. We would forget our real identity, and five hundred years later, we could remember who we are, and perhaps even change something, for example, kill most of humanity.In the end, we might have made a religious

revolution - but only on the condition that it be our own religion, not imposed from outside".
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